Abstract
Introduction

15
In daily life, we rely on vision to select objects for a variety of goal-directed actions. For 16 example, when we crave strawberries, we use color to decide which berries are the ripest (Figure  17 1A); when we sip coffee, we use glossiness to judge whether a cup is made of porcelain or paper, 18 which in turn affects how we handle it ( Figure 1B) . Indeed, we continually use visual 19 information to effortlessly and confidently judge object characteristics. Instances in which vision 20 misleads us are sufficiently rare to be memorable, as in the case of a deflated basketball sculpture 21 made of glass ( Figure 1C ). 22
[ Figure 1 about here] 23
Extracting information about object properties from the image formed on the retina by light 24 reflected from objects is a challenging computational problem. This is because the process of 25 image formation entangles information about the intrinsic properties of objects (such as color or 26 material) with information about the conditions under which they are viewed. For example, the 27 retinal image is affected by changes in the illumination, the objects' position and pose, and the 28 viewpoint of the observer. Understanding the perceptual computations that transform the retinal 29 image into stable representations of objects and their properties is a longstanding goal of vision 30 science. 31
A large literature has employed a "divide and conquer" strategy to investigate the perception 32 of object properties: different object attributes (color, texture, material, shape, etc.) have each 33 been studied within their own subfields. This approach has leveraged well-controlled laboratory 34 stimuli and relatively simple psychophysical tasks to build a quantitative understanding of how 35 information is transduced and represented early in the visual pathways (Wandell, 1995; Rodieck, 36 used in real life, where it guides object selection in service of specific goals (e.g., selecting 48 nutritious and avoiding spoiled food Radonjić, Cottaris, & Brainard, 2015b). We have previously 49
shown how a version of the elemental selection task can be embedded within more complex and 50 naturalistic tasks to probe color perception (Radonjić, Cottaris, & Brainard, 2015a; Brainard, 51 Cottaris, ). Here we elaborate the selection task to measure the underlying 52 perceptual representations of both object color and material (specifically, glossiness) and 53 quantify how these two perceptual dimensions combine in object selection. The object selection task is illustrated by Figure 2 . On each trial, observers viewed three 56 blob-shaped objects -the target and two tests -and selected the test that was more similar to 57 8 of the nominal labels (6, 4 and 2 parameters respectively) that pass through the origin (target 122 coordinate of [0, 0] ). Thus 8 model variants were considered (2 metrics crossed with four 123 positional-mapping variants). Details about the model implementation and how it was fit to the 124 data are provided in Methods. 125
Our experimental design used Quest+, an adaptive trial selection procedure (Watson, 2017) , 126 together with the Euclidean/Cubic variant of our model. Given the parametric model, Quest+ 127 selects for each trial the pair of test stimuli (7 levels per dimension, 49 possible stimuli, 1176 128 possible test stimulus pairs) that is predicted to yield the most information about the model 129 parameters, given the selection data collected up to that point. The use of an adaptive method 130 was critical for making the experiment feasible, as we estimate it would have taken ~40 hours 131 per observer to measure the selection probabilities for all possible test pairs (~20 trials each for 132
possible test pairs). 133
Development of the model and experimental procedures were guided by our findings in a 134 preliminary experiment that used a subset of possible trial types. This experiment is described in 135 a conference proceedings paper , also reviewed in 136 Brainard, 2018 #13259) . 137
Experimental results
138
For each observer, we used a preregistered model selection procedure based on cross-139 validated fit error to find which of the 8 model variants best accounted for each observer's 140 selection data. A detailed description of this procedure is available in Methods. We then used the 141 best-fitting model variant to infer the positions of the stimuli in the perceptual color-material 142 space and the color-material weight for each observer. is not uniform. This should not be surprising, as without extensive preliminary experimentation 158 there is no reliable way to choose stimuli that have uniform perceptual spacing for each observer. 159
The center column illustrates the quality of the model fit to the data. For each stimulus 160 pair shown more than once, the measured proportion of trials one test was chosen relative to 161
another is plotted against the corresponding proportion predicted by the model. The diagonal 162 represents the identity line: the closer the points are to the diagonal, the better the agreement 163 between model and data. The area of each plotted point is proportional to the number of trials run 164 for a given stimulus pair: the larger the data point the more trials were shown. The model 165 provides a reasonable account of the data, with the large plotted points lying near the diagonal.
10
The right column shows color-material trade-off functions. These are the model 167 predictions for trials in which one of the tests is a color match and the other test is a material 168 match. We use the term color match to refer to tests that have the same color as the target but 169 differ in material, and the term material match to refer to tests that have the same material as the 170 target but differ in color. The color-material trade-off functions show the proportion of time a 171 color match is chosen (y-axis), when paired with the material matches. The color difference of 172 the material match from the target is indicated on the x-axis. The black line shows the trade-off 173 for a color match that is identical to the target (zero material difference: M 0 ). When paired with 174 the material match that is also identical to the target (zero color difference: C 0 ), predicted 175 selection proportion is at chance. As the color difference of the material match increases, the 176 predicted probability that the observer chooses the color match increases and approaches 1. The 177 red lines show the trade-off for a color match for which the material difference from the target is 178 large (dashed line: M -3 ; solid line: M +3 ). When paired with the material match that is identical to 179 the target (C 0 ), the observer is predicted to select the material match (color match selection 180 proportion near 0). As the color difference of the material match increases, however, the 181 observer switches to selecting the color match, tolerating the difference in material. The green 182 and blue lines indicate trade-off functions for intermediate values of color match material 183 difference (small difference step in blue: M -1 is dashed and M +1 is solid line; medium difference 184 step in green: M -2 is dashed and M +2 , is solid line). These fall between the black and red lines. 185
The relative steepness of the color-material trade-off functions reflects how readily the observer 186 transitions to preferring the color matches over material matches. The steepness of the functions 187 also varies across the three observers, and is qualitatively consistent with the differences in the 188 inferred color-material weight. For example, the trade-off functions for the observer nkh, who 189 has a high color-material weight (tends to make selection based on color), indicate very low 190 tolerance for color differences of the material matches before the predicted selections switch to 191 the color matches. The trade-off functions for observer dca, who has a low color-material weight 192 are flattened, in comparison, indicating a large degree of tolerance for color differences of the 193 material match. Note, however, that the trade-off functions depend both on the perceived spacing 194 between the stimuli along the color and material dimensions, as well as on the color-material 195
weight. 196
We evaluated the quality of the fit of the color-material trade-off functions to the data by 197 We estimated the reliability of the color-material weight using a bootstrapping procedure 211 12 trials from the data and re-estimated the model parameters, using the best-fitting model for that 213 observer. The error bars in Figure 5 show the central 68% confidence intervals from 100 214 bootstrap iterations. The black x symbols indicate the mean of the bootstrapped weights. For 215 some observers the confidence intervals are small and the color-material weight is well-216 determined. For other observers the confidence intervals are large. We discuss this feature of the 217 data in more detail below. Here, however, we note that the overall range of color-material 218
weights remains large even if we consider only observers whose color-material weights have 219 tight confidence intervals. 220 Table 1 provides a more detailed summary of the model fits. For each observer, the table 221
indicates which positional (Full, Cubic, Quadratic or Linear) and metric (Euclidean or City-222 Block) model variant provided the best fit to the data. We also show which positional variant 223 was best for the alternate (non-best fitting) distance metric. For 8 out of 12 observers the City-224 block metric provided the best fit, but the difference between City-block and Euclidean metrics 225 was statistically significant for only 1 of 12 observers after correction for multiple comparisons 226 (Table 1) . Thus, our data do not strongly distinguish between the two distance metrics. 227
Across observers, the more complex positional variants tended to provide the best fits: 228 there was only one observer for whom the Linear variant was selected as best. With the best-229 fitting distance metric, 5 observers' data were fit best with the Full positional variant, 3 with the 230
Cubic variant, and 3 with the Quadratic variant. 231
We also compared the color-material weights recovered using the two distance metrics. 232 observer (dca) for whom the color-material weight is small, the inferred stimulus positions on 247 the color dimension are expanded relative to those on the material dimension. For the observer 248 (nkh) for whom the color-material weight is large, the opposite relation is seen: positions on the 249 material dimension are expanded relative to those on the color dimension. 250
To investigate this further, we summarized the relation between the positions on the color 251 and material dimension by first finding for each dimension the slope of the function mapping 252 nominal stimulus position labels (integers between -3 and +3) to perceptual positions. We then 253 computed the ratio of the slope for color to the slope for material. This color-material slope ratio 254 is large when the positions on the material dimension are compressed relative to the positions on 255 the color dimension (e.g., dca) and small when material is expanded relative to color (e.g, nkh). 256
Thus, the color-material slope ratio provides an index for relative positional expansion on the 257 two perceptual dimensions, and we can examine how it varies with the color-material weight. 258 On each trial of our object selection task observers viewed objects that vary in color and 292 material (glossiness) and made selections based on overall similarity. We interpret the selection 293 data using a novel observer model. The model allows us to describe the data in terms of the 294 underlying perceptual stimulus representation and a color-material weight, which quantifies the 295 trade off between object color and object material in selection. We find large individual 296 differences in color-material weight across twelve observers: some observers rely predominantly 297 on color when they select objects, others rely predominantly on material, and yet others weight 298 color and material approximately equally. 299
Development of our observer model required us to overcome two fundamental challenges. 300
The first arises because both the underlying perceptual representation of the stimuli and the way 301 information is combined across perceptual dimensions are unknown and thus need to be 302 recovered simultaneously. Although these two factors are conceptually different, their variation 303 16 can have a qualitatively similar influence on the observers' selection behavior. An important 304 advance of our model is that it allows us to separate the contribution of the two factors. This 305 separation works sufficiently well to allow us to establish that individual observers employ 306 different color-material weights. At the same time, our work reveals limits on how precisely the 307 contribution of the two factors can be separated. Improving the precision this separation 308
represents an important direction for future work. We return to this point later in the Discussion. 309
The second challenge arises because as the number of dimensions studied increases and the 310 stimulus range extends to include supra-threshold differences, the set of stimuli that could be 311 presented grows far too rapidly for exhaustive measurement. This highlights the need for a 312 theoretically-driven stimulus selection method, which would enable estimation of model 313 parameters from a feasible number of psychophysical trials. To address this challenge, we 314 implemented an adaptive stimulus selection procedure, which incorporated a seven-parameter 315 variant of our model. The procedure is based on the Quest+ method (Watson, 2017) and selects 316 on each trial the test stimulus pair that is most informative about the underlying model 317 parameters. The strength of this approach is that it allows us to exploit appropriately complex 318 models of how observers perform our task. One side-effect of using this efficient procedure, 319 however, is that the power of the data to test the how well the model accounts for performance is 320 reduced. We handled this by conducting a preliminary experiment as a part of model 321 development . In this experiment we studied only a subset 322 of stimulus pairs (color matches paired with material matches), using the method of constant 323 stimuli, and showed that our model (Full positional variant with Euclidean distance metric) 324 accounts well for the selection data. The second approach is to simplify our observer model and assume that the underlying 354 stimulus representation is common across observers, so that any variation in performance is 355 entirely due to the variation in the color-material weight. While the assumption that all observers 356 perceive the stimuli in the same way may be questioned, it has a long history in the study of 357 perception. Indeed, this approach is implicit in (1) efforts to develop standardized perceptual 358 distance metrics and stimulus order systems (e.g., Brainard, 2003) , (2) observer (e.g., Carroll & Chang, 1970) . 364
Finally, the third approach is to employ a multiplicative rather than an additive noise model. 365
The precision of perceptual representations is often the highest at the current adaptation point 366 (e.g., Loomis & Berger, 1979) . This observation can be incorporated in the model by assuming 367 that along each perceptual dimension noise scales as a function of test distance from the target. 368
Reducing the noise near the perceptual axes might reduce the model's ability to trade-off 369 stimulus positions parameters and the weight. Along similar lines, one could consider modeling 370 trial-by-trial variability as noisiness of the perceptual differences between stimuli, after the 371 19 information has been combined across dimensions. Adding noise to the decision variable has 372 been used in related work (Ramsay, 1977 An additional assumption is that color and material are independent perceptual dimensions, 376 so that variation in stimulus color has no effect on perceived glossiness and variation in stimulus 377 glossiness has no effect on perceived color. The results we present here are based on experimental work that used a static object with 389 single shape, one type of material change, and a limited range of variation in both color and 390 material. Future research should expand the set of dimensions studied and the stimulus range 391 along each dimension. In addition, the use of dynamic stimuli where observers compare objects 392 as they rotate, each in a different phase, would minimize observers' ability to make selections 393 20 based on local image information (e.g., reflections in the specular highlights) and enforce 394 similarity judgments based on global object appearance. 395
A key issue in the perception of object properties is how the visual system stabilizes its 396 perceptual representations against variation in the conditions under which objects are seen, 397 particularly against changes in the spectral and geometric structure of the illumination ( Task. On each trial of the experiment, three images were displayed on the monitor (Figure 2) . 425
Each image was a rendering of a stimulus scene consisting of a room with a blob-shaped object 426 in the center. The object in the middle scene was the target object, while the objects in the left 427 and in the right scenes were the test objects for the trial. Observers were instructed to "select the 428 test object that is most similar to the target". They indicated their choice by pressing a button on 429 a game controller and were allowed to take as much time as they needed to respond. The blob-shaped object was generated from an icosahedral mesh that approximated a 443
sphere. Each side of the mesh was subdivided into 64 facets and a sinusoidal perturbation was 444 added to the x, y and z coordinates of each facet vertex. A different sinusoid was used for each 445 (x, y, z) dimension. Surfaces in the room were modeled as matte (diffuse surface scattering 446 model in the Mitsuba renderer). The one exception was a blob-shaped object for which we used 447
Mitsuba's anisotropic Ward model. Further details on the rendering procedures are provided 448
below. 449
The room was illuminated by an area light, which covered the entire surface of the white 450 ceiling (Macbeth chart reflectance sample: row 4, column 1). The illumination spectrum was set 451 to a CIE daylight with 6700 K correlated-color temperature (D67). The illumination was fixed 452 across all stimulus scenes. 453
Blob-shaped object manipulation. Across stimulus scenes we varied two surface properties of 454 the blob-shaped test objects: their color (i.e., diffuse surface reflectance) and their material, 455 specifically glossiness. The test objects varied along 7 different levels on each dimension 456 yielding total of 49 different stimulus scenes (i.e., 49 different test objects). The target object 457 (center image in Figure 1 ) was positioned in the center of this stimulus space: its color was 458 greenish-blue (color coordinate denoted as C 0 ) and its material was semi-glossy (material 459 coordinate denoted as M 0 ). The test objects could vary relative to the target in color only, 460 material only or both. We also included a test object that was identical to the target. The data we collected in the preliminary experiment suggested that the spacing in the 496 material dimension was larger than optimal. We therefore reduced the material step size by 497 eliminating the most glossy (α U,V = 0.007) and the most matte (α U,V = 0.4) levels (from those 498 used in the preliminary experiment). We further fine-tuned the spacing on the material dimension 499 so that the within-dimension discrimination between adjacent material levels (for fixed, target 500 color) was roughly the same level of difficulty as the discrimination between adjacent color 501 levels. This adjustment was based on informal judgments by authors AR and DHB. Note, 502
however, that our attention to spacing was only for the purpose of maximizing the power of the 503 data. Our model (which we describe below in detail) does not assume that the spacing between 504 our stimuli is uniform within dimension or equated across dimensions. 505 Observers. Twelve observers participated in the experiment (8 female, 4 male; age 20-55; mean 534 age 28.7). All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (20/40 or better in both eyes, 535 assessed using Snellen chart) and normal color vision (0 Ishihara plates read incorrectly, 536 Ishihara, 1977) . One additional observer (male, age 34) was recruited but excluded from the 537 experiment before completion due to non-compliance with experimental instructions (pressing 538 response buttons randomly, leaving the laboratory in the middle of an experimental block) and 539 unreliability (repeatedly missing scheduled experimental sessions). Data from this observer were 540 not analyzed. This exclusion criterion was not explicitly described in our pre-registration. 541
We did not conduct any formal analysis to determine the number of observers or number 542 of trials per observer. In our preliminary experiment (Radonjić, Cottaris, & Brainard, 2018), we 543 found large individual differences in color-material weighting across 5 observers. We judged that 544 a sample size of 12 observers would allow us to complete data collection within a manageable 545 time period (6-8 weeks) while collecting enough data to obtain a reasonable estimate of the 546 variation in color-material weights across individuals. Both the planned number of observers and 547 the planned number of trials per observer were specified in the pre-registration. All experimental 548 procedures were approved by University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board and were in 549 accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. 550
Experimental design. Each experimental block consisted of 270 trials, divided into 9 sub-blocks 551 of 30 trials each. In 8 out of these 9 sub-blocks, the stimulus pairs presented on each trial were 552 determined using the adaptive Quest+ procedure (Watson, 2017 , Matlab implementation 553 available at: https://github.com/BrainardLab/mQUESTPlus). In the remaining sub-block, the test 554 pairs were determined by sampling randomly from the stimulus set. 555
Implementing Quest+ procedure requires specifying the model underlying observers' 556 selections and the parameter space corresponding to this model. Across trials, Quest+ selects the 557 stimulus pair for each trial that would be most informative for determining the underlying model 558 parameters, given the observer's selection data prior to that trial. 559
We implemented Quest+ over a 7-dimensional parameter space, which corresponds to the 560 cubic version of our model (which we describe in detail below). One parameter is the color-561 material weight. Three parameters map the nominal positions of the stimuli along the physical 562 color dimension to their positions along an underlying perceptual color dimension. Three 563 additional parameters map the nominal positions of the stimuli along the physical material 564 dimension to their positions along an underlying perceptual material dimension. For both color 565 and material, the three parameters are linear, quadratic and cubic coefficients for a cubic 566 polynominal. 567
In our implementation of Quest+, the parameters were allowed to vary over a range of 568
linearly spaced values, which we determined based on the results of our preliminary experiment 569 . For both color and material mappings these ranges were: 570 from 0.5 to 6 (5 levels) for linear coefficient, from -0.3 to 0.3 (4 levels) for the quadratic 571 coefficient, and from -0.3 to 0.3 (4 levels) for the cubic coefficient. For the color-material weight 572 the range was from 0.05 to 0.95 (5 levels). As in our model implementation (described below) 573 we also constrained the parameters so that the stimulus positions in the perceptual space vary 574 monotonically within the range -20 to +20 and we enforced a minimal spacing of 0.25 between 575 the adjacent test positions (which is equal to ¼ of representational noise). We used a lookup table 576 28 to finding the likelihood of observer's response given a test stimulus pair and any set of model 577 parameters. This lookup table was based on the Euclidean distance metric and was the same as 578 the one used for modeling the selection data. 579
In 6 out of 8 Quest+ sub-blocks, the stimulus pairs that could be shown on each trial were 580 sampled adaptively over the full stimulus range (-3 to +3, i.e.: C -3 to C +3 and M -3 to M +3 ). To 581 ensure some diversity in stimulus selection across trials, we also included 2 sub-blocks in which 582
Quest+ was run over a restricted stimulus range (one sub-block used the -2 to +2 stimulus range, 583
while the other used a -1 to +1 stimulus range). Trials were run in groups of 9, with one trial 584 from each sub-block chosen in random order before moving on to the next group of 9 trials. 585
The Cubic model based on Euclidean distance that was used to drive Quest+ represents 586 only one variant of our model suite. It was not possible to know a priori which model variant 587 would best describe the data for a given observer. We implemented the cubic model in our trial-588 by-trial stimulus selection. This was the most complex model we could feasibly implement while 589 keeping the time between trials (needed to compute the next most informative stimulus pairs) 590 reasonably short (~ 1s). The choice of Euclidean (rather than City-block) distance metric was 591 arbitrary. 592 Model variants. The full variant of our model (for either choice of distance metric) has 13 free 632 parameters: the color-material weight w, 6 positions on the color dimensions that correspond to 633 the 6 non-target color levels and 6 positions on the material dimension that corresponds to 6 non-634 target material levels. We use numerical search to find the weight and the positions that best fit 635 each observers' selection data in a maximum likelihood sense. 636
Conducting the numerical search required us to be able to compute the likelihood of an 637 observer's responses for any pair of tests, given the color-material weight and the positions of the 638 two tests in the underlying perceptual color-material space. We do not have an analytic formula 639 for computing these likelihoods. We therefore pre-computed them using forward Monte Carlo 640 simulation and stored them in a gridded multi-dimensional lookup For each metric, we compared four variants of our model, which differed in the 655 complexity of the mapping between physical and perceptual stimulus positions. The full variant, 656 described above, had 13 free parameters. In the simpler variants, we constrained the mapping 657 between physical and perceptual stimulus positions along each dimensions to have a parametric 658 form, with perceptual positions being described as a linear, quadratic, or cubic function of 659 nominal stimulus positions (thus requiring 2, 4 or 6 free positional parameters, respectively, in 660 addition to the color-material weight). Because the nominal position of target object color and 661 material were 0 and mapped onto the [0, 0] coordinate in the perceptual color-material space we 662 did not include an affine term in our linear, quadratic or cubic mappings. 663
For each observer and choice of distance metric we used 8-fold cross-validation to 664 compare the full model variant to three simpler (more constrained) variants. We evaluated the 665 models by comparing the average cross-validated log-likelihoods of the fits across 8 cross-666 validation partitions using a paired-sample t-test. For each partition, model parameters were 667 determined from 7/8 of the trials from the full data set and the cross-validated log-likelihood was 668 evaluated on the remaining 1/8 of the trials. We started the comparisons from the full model, 669 which is the most complex and we asked if the cross validation log-likelihood was significantly 670 higher for the full than for the cubic model (using the α-level of 0.05 for a one-tailed test). If it 671 was, we concluded that full model best accounted for the data. Otherwise, we eliminated the full 672 model from consideration and proceeded to compare log-likelihoods for the cubic and quadratic 673 model, using the same method and criterion. If cubic model was significantly better than the 674 quadratic, we concluded that cubic model best accounted for the data. Otherwise, we eliminated 675 cubic model and continued to compare the quadratic and linear models using the same 676 procedure. We followed this procedure separately for each observer to establish the model that 677 best accounted for this observer's selection data, given the choice of metric. 678
We conducted this procedure for both Euclidean and City-block metric separately. In the 679 comparison for a given observer we used the same cross-validation data partition both across 680 model variants and across different metrics. A different partition was used for each observer. To 681 select best overall model, we compared the mean cross-validation log-likelihood of the best-682 fitting Euclidean-based and the best-fitting City-block-based model and selected the model that 683 had the highest average cross-validated log-likelihood. 684
The model comparison procedures described above are conducted following the pre-685 registered analysis plan. To examine whether the log-likelihoods of the two best-fitting models 686 based on City-block-distance and Euclidean-distance differed significantly from each other, we 687 also compared their average cross-validated log-likelihoods using a paired t-test (two-tailed, with 688 α criterion level adjusted for multiple comparisons, one test for each observer: p = 0.05/12 = 689 
